
Innovating Exploitation Models (Malcolm Skingle: BP, Elsevier, BT)

‘Challenges and benefits associated with innovative academic-industrial partnerships’ 

Academics around the world are being encouraged to work with industry. In the UK, the introduction
of Impact into REF2014 has changed the culture, emphasising that external engagement is not just 
about money. So what else is it about, and why do companies want to do it? Representatives from 
three global companies joined Malcolm Skingle (GSK, PrU stalwart) for this discussion.  

Bob Sorrell, BP, asserted that the company can ‘only really effectively function via collaboration’ and 
was – pleasantly – surprised at the speed with which BP began to reap results from collaborative 
activity. This was partly ascribed to the fact that BP’s problems weren’t new for the company, but 
bringing in collaborators brought fresh perspectives. BP’s initiatives, such as the long-standing BP 
Institute at Cambridge University, focus around understanding fundamental science; a university will
have specialised equipment but also the know-how and understanding of how to use it. BP is looking
for scientific excellence but also for universities that are ‘easy to work with’; this means finding 
partners with enthusiasm for working with industry and able to assemble groups to have the right 
kind of discussions, across disciplines (rejecting the ‘silo’ mentality). It doesn’t mean that a university
has to say ‘yes’ to everything the company asks for but there needs to be a willingness to get work 
started e.g. by using an MOU rather than waiting for a full contract. The company is looking at 
partnerships of around 10 years and recognises that there is lots of learning along the way that can 
be as valuable as the eventual outcomes. 

Lesley Thompson, Elsevier, said that working with universities only worked if you took your own staff
to work alongside researchers. Collaborations can’t be rushed and time is needed to ‘work out the 
problem space’ and develop and enduring relationship. The role of KEC offices is to help companies 
like Elsevier to understand how to work with universities.  Delegates later noted the value of 
bringing industry into academic departments, or creating embedded labs where commercial and 
academic partners can work alongside each other, as it helps to increase understanding of different 
cultures as well as widening the research contact base.   

BT is one of the largest R&D investors in the UK and second in the Communications sector globally 
(after NTT, Japan). The company needs research expertise to build new services on its increased 
broadband and mobile network capabilities. Fraser Burton at BT relies on BT’s own researchers to 
direct the company’s interests into the research base (based on their reading of technical papers and
perceptions of the quality of the research in them). Once a personal contact has been developed a 
wider group of contacts will be assembled, or the company will join a research consortium and meet 
contacts that way. BT also funds academic posts and sponsors PhD students. What Fraser felt was 
lacking was support for postgrads and postdocs to transition into industry, and back to academia, in 
order to create future research leaders that understand both sides of the partnership. He also 
asserted that companies need to come together to identify common challenges that can be 
addressed in industry-relevant research training.  

A key message coming out of the discussion was, again, about the importance of people in 
partnerships, if a key individual leaves it can “cause the collapse of the whole relationship, or affect 
the progress of work on a project” commented one person. This wasn’t just true of the company or 
academic staff involved but of the ‘back office’ too where continuity is important to avoid going over
old ground on fundamental issues such as IP policy or simply restating expectations. Once again trust
and relationships come to the fore as fundamental to KEC success. 



How are corporate representatives measured back within their companies? Ie in terms of 
deliverables that universities are helping to bring about. 

- BP has a set of KPIs e.g. publications, impact of publications, diversity within relationships. 
Not about defining or driving behaviour, ensure that they have a purpose. Research must 
deliver value to the bottom line. 

- How to showcase success back to senior management (Elsevier?), motivating staff. 

- BT: ensure perception of university research at BT board level is ‘a real wow factor’

Universities being driven to push research to their region/country, businesses want to cherry pick
rather than necessarily responding to the ‘push’. 

- BT ‘meet individual requirements by working for common good’ [isn’t that what Grand 
Challenges are?] 

- What do companies bring to the table in order to make the relationship work? [no-one really 
answered this question] 

Do companies use the databases that unis are expected to help populate with research outputs? 

- No. ‘I glance at the web’ but recommendation is via researcher who’s read a paper, had a 
conversation etc (BT) 

- Perhaps a tool to get started but not to build relationships on. 

Does ‘easy to negotiate with’ mean that the university will simply say ‘yes’? 

How attractive are universities to these companies on basis other than research? 


